New generation cryptocurrency asset management
Currently, the blockchain world is all about geeks and tech-specialists, in other words, people who live off
technology or have deep a understanding of it. Solutions introduced so far are being developed for a specialized,
small group of people, who do not mind playing CLI or compiling sources. How can we expect mass adoption of
the blockchain-based services, if what we currently have either require specialized knowledge or is only a
screenshot of a landing page at the moment with no real product? That is why the cryptocurrency world suffers
from lack of accessible interface. We are going to be that interface. You can compare us to the first Windows
operating system - moving from the console world to a simple, yet clean, interface.

What is Darb

Simplicity is on the very top of the cutting
edge technology, stability and trustworthiness.
It’s powered by its own native token with shared revenue
(up to 50%!) and daily revenue distribution. Darb help
people embrace and adopt blockchain market with stable,
scalable and trusted exchange, and a multi-currency wallet
which will allow paying for shopping with cryptocurrencies,
by card or simply confirming payment with a fingerprint!

The Darb is your personal interface of a blockchain world.

What Darb provides

What Darb will save you

secure, user-friendly financial platform

no compilers

licensed crypto-fiat exchange

saves your time and gigabytes of data wasted on

a multichain wallet for cryptocurrencies and tokens,

synchronization (which can take up to few days!)

which is going to revolutionize businesses and at the

helps young project start with easy listing

same time allows you to cover daily shopping by

process

crypto payments. Everything is possible by merging

ease up learning curve of joining cryptocurrency

FIAT and the crypto-asset world

world

portfolio management and portfolio follower

avoid sending your funds into blockchain

programme

“blackholes” - you will always get the right

social trading

settings to make sure your transfer will reach the

monitoring of social media trends and crypto-news

destination safely

payments with fingerprint

saves your time and money by learning you on

clear user interface

other people mistakes - use portfolio following

supports multiple crypto-assets

programme to see how the best traders increase

shares up to 50% it’s revenue with DARB token
holders!

their portfolio value

www.darbfinance.com

